Kate Sullivan & Mykal Slack

**Spiritual Stories**
We received many stories of loss.

**Video Tutorial**
We needed something less daunting.

**Discussion Questions**
What are the parts?

**Curriculum Development**
Do WNDAP FORM FREE!

**Version One**
Downloaded: Very well, for some.

**Journey of the Spirit**
Journeying for a fully formed service.

**Small Congregations**
It's just really good worship.

**Teaching People**
How to create a Multi-Gen Service.

**Oasis**
Not something for everyone.

**Is There a Hesitation?**
Why?

**The Assumption**
Anybody can be in the room.

**Learning Styles**
Outside church, team-building, collaborating.

**Context**
Preparation, action plan.

**Why?**
I could never do that...

**Ask Why?**
Why do you want Multi-Gen Learning?

**What is Good Worship?**
What are the elements of worship?

**What Touches + Transforms?**
Spiritual development, really open.

**What is the Goal?**
Listen. Get on the same page.

**Execution is Hard!**
Beyond your own experiences.

**What Would Be Good for Lots of People?**
What fits with the congregation.

**People Don't Know What They Need**
Beyond your own experience.

**What Would Be Good for Lots of People?**
What works well for some.

**Beyond Your Own Experience**
Collective community, communion as a child.

**Having To Do Your Homework First**
Doesn't fit all sizes.

**Beyond Your Own Experience**
What would be good for lots of people.

**What Works Well for Some**
What fits with the congregation.

**Varied Audience**
Beyond your own experience.

**Journey of the Spirit**
Journeying for a fully formed service.

**Small Congregations**
It's just really good worship.

**Teaching People**
How to create a Multi-Gen Service.

**Oasis**
Not something for everyone.

**Is There a Hesitation?**
Why?

**The Assumption**
Anybody can be in the room.

**Learning Styles**
Outside church, team-building, collaborating.

**Context**
Preparation, action plan.

**Why?**
I could never do that...

**Ask Why?**
Why do you want Multi-Gen Learning?